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Abstract - -The conventional inner product operation involves two primitive arithmetic functions: 
plus (+) and times (x). In this paper we describe APL's generalization f this operation. This is a 
machine xecutable operator which accepts any pair of compatible arithmetic, relational and logical 
functions as arguments. We also demonstrate its application to a number of problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The inner product operation, which by now has become a well entrenched )mathematical conven- 
/ 
tion, has provided applied mathematicians with what is no doubt an extremely effective device. 
Yet, our thesis in this paper is that for all its usefulness, inner product in its conventional inter- 
pretation and casting comes far short of realizing the wealth of possibilities that are implicit in 
it. This is a lesson taught by APL. 
APL has shown that a broadening of the conceptual dimension of the inner product operation 
enables investing it with capabilities that significantly extend its scope of performance. Put 
another way, APL has shown that a widening of inner product's definition injects it with the 
power to handle a wide range of tasks that one would not have thought o be amenable to this 
operation. The merit of APL's treatment of inner product is in the new light that it casts on this 
concept. But above all, as APL is a system of mathematical notation that is directly intelligible to 
and executable by the computer, it furnishes a concept hat is not only mathematically powerful 
and elegant but is also machine xecutable. 
2. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
To set the stage for APL's treatment of this concept let us first remind ourselves how inner 
product has been construed traditionally in mathematics. 
Inner product, as you will recall, is an operation involving two vectors. It computes the sum 
of the products of the corresponding elements of the vectors. Formally this idea is expressed as 
follows: Assuming that R denotes the real line, n denotes a positive integer and (v, w) is pair of 
vectors in R", the inner product of v and w, represented by < v,w >, is the scalar defined as 
follows: 
n 
<V,W>:=~-~ViWi ,  v, wEP~ n , (1) 
i----1 
where vi and wi denote the i-th components of v and w respectively. 
This definition is extended to matrix arguments in which case the operation is called matrix 
multiplication. 
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For our purposes it is instructive to rewrite (1) so as to give explicit expression to the two 
primitive binary functions + and x, that is to state it as follows: 
< v ,w >:= (Vl x Wl) + (v2 x w2) +. . .  + (v ,  x w , ) ,  v ,w e R".  (2) 
The advantage ofthis representation is that it clearly suggests that one need not be restricted to 
the combination (%, x) in the context of (2). Indeed one can just as well use the pair (+ , - )  to 
perform 
(V l - -Wl )+(v2+w2)+. . .+(vn+w, ) ,  v, wEt t .  n , (3) 
or the pair (x , - )  to perform 
(~1 - ~01) × (v2 - ~2) ×. . .  × (v,  - w , ) ,  v, ~0 ~ rt - .  (4) 
We note that (3) and (4) will be referred to as the (+, +) -inner product and (x, - )  -inner product 
of v and w respectively. 
Clearly, the implication of this analysis is that the conventional inner product notion very 
naturally lends itself to a broader interpretation then that captured in (1). This is the approach 
that APL takes with regard to this concept. In APL inner product, which is represented by the 
period (.), is treated as a dyadic operator. Namely, it is conceived of as an operator with two 
arguments, one on each side. For example, +.x denotes the conventional inner product. Thus, 
1 2 3 +.x  1 10 100 
321 
In the next section we further elaborate on this operator. We also give a short description of 
some other APL functions in order to pave the way for the discussion of the operator's applica- 
tions. 
3. APL NOTATION 
Fuller accounts on APL's notation and its usage both as a computer programming language 
and as a mathematical notation can be found in [1-6]. Here we focus only on aspects that bear 
immediately on the issue under consideration. 
First, we need to formally define the inner product operator. To this end we introduce an 
operator called reduction that is represented by the slash (/). If v is a vector and f is a scalar 
dyadic function, then f /v  is equivalent to the expression obtained by placing f between the 
elements of v. For example, 
+/1  2 3 4 
10 
x / l  2 3 4 
24 
In other words, reduction isa natural and elegant generalization f the conventional ~ notation 
[7]. 
Having explained the role of reduction in APL, we can now use it to give the inner product 
operator an APL oriented efinition. This definition will provide a clearer picture of how APL 
perceives of this operation. It will also give an indication of the power inherent in it. 
Let f and g be scalar dyadic functions and let v and w be vectors. Then, the (f.g)-inner 
product of v and w is defined as follows: 
(v.f.gw) - . f /(vgw) (5) 
Note that because g is a scalar dyadic function we have 
(vgw) [ i ]  - v[,lgw[i] (6) 
for all the relevant values of i. 
In words, the (f.g)-inner product of v and w is equal to the scalar obtained by applying 
f-reduction to the vector vgw. 
This established we can now illustrate some of the capabilities of APL's inner product by 
setting it off against conventional mathematical expressions: 
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v +.  X w is equivalent to E(v i  X wi) 
i 
v +.  + w is equivalent to E(v i  + wi) 
i 
v x . - w is equivalent to l"I(vi - wi) 
i 
Needless to say, the definition given in (5)-(6) which applies to vectors, directly extends to 
arrays of higher dimensions. In particular, if A and B are matrices, then in the expression Af.gB 
the left argument A is treated as a collection of rows whereas the right argument B is treated as 
a collection of columns. Hence 
( A f .gB)[i; j] =-- A[i; ]f .gB[; j] (7) 
where A[i;] denotes the i-th row of A and B[;j] denotes the j-th column of B. For example, 
consider the matrices 
A B 
34  356  
21  431  
and the operation 
Ax. -B  
0 -2 -9 
3 6 0 
The following is a self-explaining illustration of the evaluation of the entry '3' in the above 
matrix. 
A[2;] 
2 1 
B[;1] 
34 
x / (2 :  - 34)  
3 
Naturally, the matrices A and B must be compatible in shape, that is, the number of rows in 
A must be equal to the number of columns in B. 
To conclude this section we shall quickly go through a number APL functions that will be 
required for our discussion of inner product's applications. 
ARITHMETIC. First, the scalar dyadic functions max and mln which are represented in APL 
by the symbols [ and [ respectively. That is, arb is the equivalent of max {a,b} and aLb is the 
equivalent of rain{a, b}. Thus, if v is a vector, then [/v is equal to the largest element of v and 
[/v is equal to the smallest element v. 
RELATIONAL. The symbols =¢<<>_> maintain their conventional meaning. However, in APL 
they produce boolean results with I indicating that respective relation holds. For example, 3 > 5 
yields 0 whereas 4 > 3 yields 1. 
LOGICAL. The logical AND and OR are denoted by A and V respectively. Thus, ff a and b are 
boolean scalars then a V b is equal to 1 if and only if either a and/or b are equal to 1, otherwise 
it is equal to 0. Similarly, a A b is equal to 1 if and only if both a and b are equal to 1, otherwise 
it is equal to 0. So, if b is a boolean vector then A/b is equal to 1 if and only if all the elements 
of b are equal to 1, otherwise it is equal to 0. Similarly, V/b is equal to 1 if and only if at least 
one element of b is equal to 1, otherwise it is equal to 0. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE INNER PRODUCT OPERATOR 
The virtue of inner product being treated as a dyadic operator is that this provides it with 
tremendous flexibility. The essential point here is that the operator is perceived as performing a
generic operation of the format f.g involving two primitive scalar dyadic functions. 
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The immediate implication is that the operator can take any pair of compatible functions as 
arguments to give rise to virtually countless operations of this type, or in APL terminology, 
countless inner product derived functions. And to illustrate, old computer implementations of 
APL typically had 16 primitive scalar dyadic functions. This meant that in principle one could 
frame 16 x 16, namely 256, different inner product derived functions. In new APL systems, e.g. 
TRYAPL2 (see Reference 8), the inner product operator is empowered to accept any pair of 
compatible functions as arguments, including user defined functions ... 
Of course, one may counter that however impressive this may be, the fact remains that the 
overwhelming majority of the inner product operations deriving from the format f.g are of no 
consequence for applied mathematics. Their only sense would be their compliance with APL's 
definition of the inner product operator, but other than that they would at best be a mathematical 
curiosity and would serve no purpose at all. 
For instance, consider the derived function *. [, observing that * denotes the power function, 
namely a • b is equivalent to a b. It is hard to see what significance this function would have in 
applied mathematics. 
But this objection does in no way detract from the fundamental importance of inner product 
being a dyadic operator. For the claim here is not that its strength is in its ability to engender 
a mass of operations (derived functions). Rather, the claim is that this is a consequence of its 
strength - its being a general framework. The real value of its being a general framework is its 
possessing reat versatility. An ability to assume a wide range of formulations which translates 
into an ability to give apt expression to diverse situations and to handle them in a most effective 
manner. Here we examine only three examples to illustrate this point. 
Ezampte 1: Generalized shortest path algorithms 
Consider the derived functions r.f and [.f where f is typically a scalar dyadic arithmetic 
function such as + x r[. Next let D be a square positive matrix, interpreting D[i;j] as 'the 
distance between node i and node j~. Then, the expression g ~-- D[. + D yields a square 
matrix R such that R[i;j] is equal to the shortest distance between ode i and node j subject 
to the constraint that only paths comprising exactly two arcs are allowed. Thus, the expression 
R ~-- DLD [. + D yields a square matrix R such that R[i;j] is equal to the shortest distance 
between ode i and node j subject to the constraint hat only paths comprising 2 or less arcs 
are allowed. And, setting R ~ D and repeatedly computing R *--- R[R[.  -t- R ultimately ields a 
matrix R such that R[i; j] is equal to the shortest distance between ode i and node j. 
Obviously, to determine the length of a longest path we would merely replace [ by r. Further- 
more, suppose that the length of a path is equal to the product of the arc lengths on that path 
and the objective is to determine the length of the longest path. This is typically the case in 
reliability problems. Then all we would need to do to solve the problem is to set R ~ D and to 
repeatedly compute R ~ R[R[. x R. Observe that in this case the entries on the main diagonal 
of D must be set to 1. 
The reader can figure out for himself/herself what kinds of "shortest path" problems can be 
solved by a repeated application of [.L, t. r, ~. L and ~. r. 
As an example, consider the following sequence of operations, where the entry '99' indicates 
that the associated nodes are not directly connected. The instruction ['-] ~-- E displays the 
objects E on the screen. 
~],- - -R*- . -D 
99 3 5 99 99 99 99 
99 99 99 2 7 99 99 
99 99 99 7 99 8 99 
99 99 99 99 6 1 99 
99 99 99 99 99 99 10 
99 99 99 99 99 99 2 
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 
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l - I -  r rLrL. + r 
99 3 5 5 10 13 99 
99 99 99 2 7 3 17 
99 99 99 7 13 8 I0 
99 99 99 99 6 1 3 
99 99 99 99 99 99 I0 
99 99 99 99 99 99 2 
99 99 99 99 99 99 99, 
I - - ]~R~RLR[.  +R 
99 3 5 5 I0 6 8 
99 99 99 2 7 3 5 
99 99 99 7 13 8 10 
99 99 99 99 6 I 3 
99 99 99 99 99 99 i0 
99 99 99 99 99 99 2 
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 
F-l •- R ,-- R[RL. + R 
99 3 5 5 10 13 15 
99 99 99 2 7 3 5 
99 99 99 7 13 8 I0 
99 99 99 99 6 I 3 
99 99 99 99 99 99 lO 
99 99 99 99 99 99 2 
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 
Observe that R reached a steady-state after three iterations. Since the final matrix is upper 
diagonal, it follows that the graph underlying this problem is acyclic. Also note that had we 
initially set the diagonal elements of D to zero, we could have used the simpler expression 
/Z ~- RL.+R.  
In summary, APL's inner product is precisely the means for framing general purpose algorithms 
for solving generalized shortest path problems. 
Example ~. Transitive closure 
Let S be a square boolean matrix interpreted as the precedence matrix of a directed graph. 
Namely assume that S[i; j] is equal to 1 if and only if node j is an immediate successor of node 
i. It is assumed that diagonal elements of S are equal to zero. Now, set T ~-- S and repeatedly 
compute the value of T ~-- T V (T V. A T). This will yield the transitive closure of S, namely 
T[i; j] will be equal to 1 if and only if node j can be reached from node i. 
~ T ~ S  
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 O0 1 1 O0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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["-]*-.- T *-- TV(TV .AT)  
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
[-]4-- T 4-- TV  (TV .AT)  
0 I I 1 I I 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1  
0 0 0 1 i I 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1  
0 0 0 0 0 0 1  
0 0 0 0 0 0  I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
[--]~ T ~- TV (TV. AT) 
0 1 1 1 I 1 I 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1  
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1  
0 0 0 0 0 0  1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1  
0 000  000 
Notice that T reached a steady-state after 3 iterations and that the graph underlying this 
precedence matrix S is identical to the one underlying the problem analyzed in Example 1. 
Again, had we set the diagonal elements of S to one, we could have used the simpler expression 
T~-TV.AT .  
Ezample 3. Vector dominance 
Let z and y be vectors in 1~ ~ . We say that z dominates y or equivalently that y is dominated 
by z, if and only if zi >_ Yi for all i, 1 < i < k, and there is at least one i, 1 < i < k, such that 
zi > yi. Now, how would we go about testing whether vector z dominates vector y ? APL's 
answer is 
(z ^ .  > y) A (z V. > y) (8) 
~r  example, 
(2 3 4 3 1 5) 
0 
(2 3 4 V .> 3 1 5) 
1 
(23  4 ^.> 315)^(2  
0 
(3 2 6 ^.~ 3 1 5) 
1 
(3 2 6 V .> 3 1 5) 
1 
(326  ^.~ 3 15)A(3  
1 
34V.>315)  
2 6 V . > 3 1 5 )  
Next, let A and B be compatible matrices and consider the expression R ~-- (A V. >_ B)A 
(A v. > B). 
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In view of the fact that A is regarded as a collection of rows and B a colection of columns, R 
will be is a square boolean matrix such that R[i; j] is equal to 1 if and only if the i-th row of A 
dominates the j-th column of B. For example, 
A 
3 
2 
2 
3 
6 2 
4 5 
B 
4 5 
7 6 
7 3 
(A ^ 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
6 2 3 4 5 6 
5 4 2 1 3 5 
2 1 3 4 5 6 
• > B) A(A V .> B) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 
Hence, if B is the transpose of A then the above expression yields a square boolean matrix 
whose (i, j) entry is equal to 1 if and only if the i-th row of A dominates the j-th row of A. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
APL  has shown that the conventional (+. x)-inner product naturally lends itself to a gener- 
alization which, as we have seen, is both elegant and immensely powerful. The inner product 
operations originating from this generalization prove extremely useful in applied mathematics. As 
these operations are also machine executable they offer applied mathematicians effective mathe- 
matical as well as computer programming tools. 
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